Abstract. For effect evaluation on the network attack (NA), the essentiality of the application of analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and Fuzzy synthetic evaluation method (Fuzzy AHP method) were introduced. With the help of AHP method, an index system was established, and then a judgment matrix was constructed, and the weight of each index was calculated as well. Meanwhile the normalization model of the evaluation index was presented. The Fuzzy synthetical evaluation model was analyzed, also the method to calculate the membership matrix was presented, and the application of the Fuzzy2AHP method in the effect evaluation of network attack was illustrated.
Introduction
With the rapid development of computer network technology, the network in various fields is applied widely. Especially in military field, the network has everything. It is because of this network is more and more big dependence, enabling the network and combat contact also more and more close, the network has become a new battlefield space. In the future net fight, how to effectively protect your network, maximum limit destroy enemy network became a prominent problem. Therefore, the theory of network attack in-depth study and network attack effect of the objective measurement and evaluation has the extremely vital significance.
Establish the evaluation index system
Here to network attack effect evaluation as target layer (A), according to each evaluation index (C) and assessment criteria (B) the correlation of different levels are formed into A multi-level structure model, as shown in figure 1. According to the assessment criteria b i (1≤i≤5) on the target a important degree, using 1 ~ 9 scale method as a more standard, contrast to each other, using Delphi method to determine matrix element value, in order to structure the judgment matrix B. Calculate the synthesis weights. In order to get the hierarchical structure of each level of all factors relative to the overall goal of the comprehensive weight, need will be calculated each single weight proper combination. According to the established in this article, this model has A, B and C three levels.
Known B layer on A layer's relative weight is When the index value's increasing leads to the optimal effect greater:
When the index value's decreasing leads to the optimal effect greater: (2) Quantification of attack effect.
In the attack effect in the process of quantification, the network attack before and after the index c i difference value as attack effect evaluation of a metric.
When the index value and attack effect is inversely proportional, in this indicator of attack effect can be expressed as:
. When the index value and attack is proportional to the effect, in this indicator of attack effect can be expressed as:
. Obviously, if E 1 = E 2 , the ΔH = 0, show that attack without any effect. E 2 change more severe, shows that the effect of the attack the more obvious, ΔH is bigger also, visible ΔH can be used as a description of the attack effect.
Quantization of the qualitative index.
In the process of qualitative the quantification index, experts can reference Table 1 to measure attack effect. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the network attack effect evaluation method is preliminary and evaluation method of the model is set up and the selection of the element is a complicated process, especially for the practical application more should careful. Hope that through the network attack the thorough research, to evaluate the effect of network attack, and to formulate rational network security measures and effective network enemy attack strategy to provide the theory basis and practice method.
